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Dear Coach, 
 

We are very happy that you are taking the time to come and participate in our clinic.  Since 
lacrosse is, what many like to call, “the fastest growing game on two feet”, it is very important that 
people like you take time to learn more about the game.  Even as recent players, we find it very 
interesting to see how quickly the skills and strategies of the game are changing and how 
committed girls are to developing their skills.  With college recruiting becoming such a large part of 
the sport we also think it is important to offer up a few tips and tricks that can help your players 
navigate the recruiting world. Also, one of the final inclusions in this packet is a short guide to 
healthy nutrition for athletes. Aside from the importance of learning and practicing skills, it is also 
extremely important to ensure your players are taking care of their bodies so that they can 
continue to excel! 
 

In this packet we would hope that you can take away new stick skills and ideas about the 
game to help take your individual program to a new level!  Please feel free to contact us either by 
phone or e-mail if you have any questions following the clinic. Thank you for coming and best of 
luck in your 2011 season! 

 
 

Sincerely, 
 

Becky Clipp & Jenny Collins 
       www.stepuplacrosse.com 

stepuplacrosse@gmail.com 
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SKILL CHEAT SHEET 
 

Throwing – the key is to develop stick to stick “flat” passing. Make sure to have a quick release and don’t be 
afraid to use the power in your arms and hips. The push-pull motion and having a flat stick is key to a good 
throw! 
 
Catching – Always offer a good target for your passer. Make sure you use “soft hands” when you catch and 
work on catching with both left and right hands. If you are having trouble giving with the ball, try catching tennis 
balls- their lightweight helps you develop that skill! 
 
Cradle – Use your top wrist (not fingers!)to make the cradle motion and your bottom hand to control the stick 
position (your bottom hand shouldn’t be involved in the cradle). Make sure your cradle only stays on one half of 
your body from “nose to shoulder”.  
 
Ground Ball – Be aggressive! Call “ball down!” and step in front of your opponent to “box out” before 
picking up the ball. 
 
Cutting – When cutting for the ball you must be quick and deceptive. Types of cuts to use: direct cut, away cut, 
indirect cut, v-cut 
 
Feeding – When feeding the ball into the 8M remember to keep your feet moving while passing and use a 
fake before throwing the ball. 
 
Picks – Use picks to help your teammates get free. Learn to set them properly: communicate with the 
teammate you are setting it for, do not move feet once you are set, keep arms and stick close to chest, and roll off 
after pick. Do not set a pick on ball. 
 
Shooting -  Always shoot on the move with deception. Fake before you shoot! Develop a full range of shooting 
techniques: overhand, quick stick, plant shot, side arm, bounce/low shot. 
 
Defensive Footwork - Stay low in good defensive position, place hands lower on stick and put pressure on 
attackers hip. Don’t let stick drop sideways….use your feet to get there first. Also, force the attacker to use her 
weak hand with your stick placement. 
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Stick Checking – Once you are in good defensive positioning, work on short, quick checks AWAY FROM THE 
BODY. Always “check and release”, if you keep your stick down after the check it will be called for a hold. Be 
ready for the ground ball if your opponent drops the ball. 
 
Crease Defense – Keep stick up field and force attacker out of 8M along goal line with defensive 
positioning.  
Defensive Communication –  
“Go ball!”  pressure on player with ball 
“Bring her!”  letting a teammate know you are in position to double team 
“Turn her!”  giving direction so you can help double team 
“Help!”   you have been beaten and need help 
“No help!”  telling your teammate you can no longer help or double  
“Ball down!”  the ball is on the ground  
“I have two!”  you are marking more than one player 
 
Transition – the period of play between offense and defense. You want to get the ball up the field quickly by 
passing to create unsettled situations. 
 
Settled Defense – communicate who has ball, off ball help. Goalies must communicate with defense about 
ball positioning. Communication is key! 
 
Settled Offense – You must move the ball quickly between attackers. Keep the attack spread out beyond the 
12M to keep the middle open for cutters.  Attackers never stop moving by either switching with players on the 
outside,  cutting through the 8M or clearing for a teammate to drive to goal. 
 
Clears – Give the goalie low, middle and high options for clearing. Get the clear off safely to start off transition 
game. 
 
Attitude – it’s wanting to make a difference, it’s playing with enthusiasm, it’s making a commitment, it’s 
believing in yourself, it’s making time when there is none, it’s being the best you can be, it’s a lot of heart and 
it’s loving the game! 
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WALL BALL 

One handed… progress from top to bottom of stick 

Two Hands…right and Left 

Switching Hands… emphasize control and protection 

Off Stick-side Throw  

Off Stick-side Catch 

Catching Bad passes around the body 

Quick Sticks… one left, one right. Off Stick-Side 

Fake and Pass to Partner 

One handed Flick Pass 

Behind the Back 

Quick Stick… Add in BTB and ATW 

Fake Under the Arm into Pass 

Fake Under the Arm into BTB 

Through the Legs 

Around the Body (One touch) 

Stick Tricks!! 
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So you want to play in college? 

 
 If the answer to the above question is “YESS!” then there is a very good chance that your dreams can 
come true! Since the game of lacrosse is quickly spreading across the country to Division I, II, an III schools, there 
are many opportunities to become a collegiate lacrosse athlete. With hard work and a desire to reach your goals, 
it is almost certain that you can find a school that is the perfect fit for you!!  
 
College Recruiting Timeline 
Freshman Year Start thinking about schools you might be interested in and begin thinking about the level of 

commitment you would want to make, for example: 
Division I: the biggest commitment, athletes practice year round and are the most competitive at 
this level.  
Division II: athletes play in the fall and spring but it is not as competitive as Division I.   
Division III: Athletes play in the fall and spring however it is possible and sometimes encouraged 
for players to participate in more than 1 sport- Division III is great if you have two sports that you 
love and want to continue in college.   
Ivy League: A very unique athletic setting within Division I, where fall practice is limited and 
athletes are allowed to play more than one sport. Ivy leagues are highly competitive programs. 
Freshman year you should start playing in summer recruiting tournaments to get acclimated to 
club lacrosse (Sandstorm, Maximum Exposure, President’s Cup,  Lax for the Cure).  

Sophomore Year In the summer after your freshman year make a list of schools you are interested in and START 
VISITING EARLY! It is a good idea to visit schools if you are in the area so that you can see what 
campuses are like. If you start early then you don’t have to try to squeeze everything in your 
Sophomore  and Junior Year. During the fall of your junior year you can start sending out letters 
to coaches, letting them know that you are interested in their program. (see below for 
information to include). You can also send out your spring schedule or send a short video of your 
lacrosse highlights. 
Also, at this point in recruiting, you can call or email college coaches but they cannot call you 
back. If you are interested in a college you can call or e-mail the coach if you want but they 
cannot call you back (even if you leave a message) 

Junior Year Many schools like to offer “Junior Days” where you can visit the university (at your expense) 
with other prospective athletes. These days are a great opportunity to meet the team, see the 
school, tour the facilities and meet with the coaches. 
On July1st, coaches can call you and offer you opportunities to visit their campus on 
“unofficial/official visits”- you can take unlimited unofficial visits but you only get 5 visits so 
choose wisely! 

Senior Year During your senior year, you can take your official visits and narrowing down your choices. At 
this point coaches can offer scholarships and at some universities they can help with the 
admissions process. Once you make a choice- enjoy the rest of your senior year and get ready for 
the new challenges that await in college! 
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Helpful Hints: 

- When sending out information to colleges be sure to include basic contact information, a photograph, the 
high school and/or club team that you play on, any accolade you have received that are both athletic and 
academic (Most Improved Player, Honor Roll, MVP etc.) and also, if you want, you can include 
information about yourself (hobbies, other sports you play, family) 

 
- Remember: Coaches want to hear from YOU so you should call them or write letters, not your parents! 
 
- If you need to find contact information for college coaches you can typically find it on the school’s athletic 

website (ex: www.umterps.com, www.goduke.com etc.) 
 

- Don’t choose a school for the coach because coaches can change, so make sure that you enjoy the 
company of the team you will be spending 4 years with! 

 
- Be sure to think about if you would still want to be at the university if you were injured and could not 

play…although unfortunate, injuries do happen. 
 
- Do well in the classroom! There is nothing more attractive to a coach than an athlete who is also serious 

about their schoolwork…..after all, in college you are a student first. 
 

- Enjoy the process! At times it can be stressful but playing collegiate lacrosse is a wonderful opportunity! 
 
 
 
We hope that this recruiting information will be helpful to you. Sometimes it can be hard to find the right fit for 
you but we can guarantee that if you look hard enough you can find a great school that fits your needs! There are 
364 colleges and universities that have lacrosse programs (90+ Div I, 30 Div II, 216 Div III) and programs are 
being added every year. Being a college athlete can open many doors for you in the future and it is very special 
experience that we wouldn’t trade for anything! Best of luck in the process! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As a Sophomore in high school: 
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Recruiting Year As a Sophomore 
Recruiting Material *You may receive brochures for camps and questionnaires. 
Telephone Calls *You can call the coach at your own expense. **Coach cannot call you. 
Off-Campus Contact *Not Permitted 
Official Visits *Not Permitted 
Unofficial Visits *Unlimited 
� 

As a Junior in High School: 

Recruiting Year As a Junior 

Recruiting Material *You can begin to receive recruiting material and information from the coach on 
September 1st. 

Telephone Calls *You can call the coach at your own expense. **You can receive one per week starting July 
1st after your Junior year. ***Telephone calls are unlimited during contact periods. 

Off-Campus Contact *Allowed July 1st after your Junior year. 
Official Visits *Not Permitted 
Unofficial Visits *Unlimited 
� 

As a Senior in high school: 

Recruiting Year As a Senior 
Recruiting 
Material *You can receive material and information from the coach 

Telephone Calls *You can call the coach at your own expense. **Coach can call you once per week starting 
July 1st. ***Telephone calls are unlimited during contact periods. 

Off-Campus 
Contact *Allowed but no more than 3 times. 

Official Visits *You can start official visits on the opening day of your classes. ** You get one per college 
and a maximum of 5 visits to D1 and unlimited to D2, D3 and NAIA schools. 

Unofficial visits *Unlimited 
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STICKWORK 
 There is no other skill in lacrosse that can benefit more from every coach’s favorite phrase “practice 
makes perfect” than stickwork.  Whether it be catching, throwing, ground balls or shooting- every skill can be 
broken down into simpler steps.  The following descriptions will help to break down the fundamentals of stickwork 
because even the best player must continue to fine tune their fundamental skills in order to move on to more 
complex stickwork. 
 
HANDLING YOUR STICK 
 
Grip: The players should comfortably hold their stick with a loose grip in their fingers, not in the palm of the 
hands. We like to call it, “THE CLAW”. Players who hold their stick too tight will appear rigid and limit the free 
flowing movement and flexibility that is required.  Players who have mastered the grip will have a great range of 
motion and be able to maneuver the stick between hands effortlessly. Stick handling (including cradling) should 
be top hand dominant, using a loose grip with the bottom hand to offer stability and control. 
 
**If you are holding your stick like you would punch someone (like the Incredible Hulk) you are holding it 
wrong. 
 
Switching Hands:  Should be encouraged from the start and incorporated into all drills. In order to prevent easy 
checks and maintain control, the player should switch hands by sliding the bottom hand up to meet the top hand 
and then returning to a set position on the opposite side of the body. 
 
DRILLS FOR STICK HANDLING 
1. Wall Ball- isolate the hands and wrists by focusing on hitting a spot on the wall. Incorporate different methods 
of throwing (ex: using full range of motion by finishing throws across the body) to get a feel for the stick in your 
hands. 
2. 1v1 in place- Have offender stand with stick in their dominant hand, emphasizing proper grip and stick 
protection (defender-shoulder-shoulder-ball). Then, have the defender go for a check on the dominant hand and 
have the offender switch hands to avoid the check.  
3. During general stick skills- Have the players catch in one hand and switch and then pass to their partner. When 
they switch emphasize dropping their stick “down the elevator”(with open face of stick facing belly button) and 
then “back up the elevator” (original stick position as though they were about to throw the ball. This technique 
helps to teach players to protect their stick in their bodies and eliminates the bad habit of hanging their stick 
while switching. 
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CATCHING 
Target: Players should be asking for the ball off to the side and at their head height. Arms should be relaxed and 
elbows bent to allow quick movement of the stick for a pass that goes astray. A small half-moon cradle should be 
used to cushion the pass and prevent the ball from popping out.  
 
 
DRILLS TO TEACH CATCHING 
1. During partner passing, have a player who is designated as the passer and a player who is designated as the 
catcher. Stand about 10 feet away from each other and have the passer throw the ball at various spots around the 
catcher’s body to work on adjusting the stick for catching. Encourage the players to keep an eye on the ball and 
move their stick, not body, to catch the ball. 
2. To work on learning to “give” with the ball, have partner passers slide their top hand about half way down 
their sticks. When receiving the ball, players must cushion the ball back towards their shoulder to prevent it from 
popping out and this teaches them to control the ball using their top hand. This drill also helps to correct the habit 
of sticking the stick straight out when asking for the ball. 
3. Passing Shuttles, Star drill, Hourglass drill and to complicate shuttles you can always add the second player in 
line as a defender on their back 
 
THROWING 
Basic Motion: Just as you are taught to throw a tennis ball when you were younger…only with a lacrosse stick in 
your hand. 
 
Key Points to throwing: 
- slide top hand down  about 6-8 inches (offers more leverage) 
- step with opposite foot 
- push with top hand and pull across body with bottom hand 
- follow through to the target and finish with stick at opposite hip 
 
PARTNER PASSING DRILLS 
One of the BEST ways to start off a practice is with partner passing to sharpen basic stick skills. “Practice makes 
perfect” so you can never do enough stickwork. When girls learn basic stick skills encourage them to move onto 
the more challenging skills. 
 
- quick sticks (dominant and non-dominant) 
- flattening out stick, fake, pass 
- across body pass 
- across body flip pass 
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- out to one hand, back to both hands, pass 
- out to one hand, spin, pass 
- side arm 
- behind the back 
- around the world 
- one handed passing with hand ½ way down 
- one handed passing with hand all the way at bottom (really stress using hips and following through, otherwise 
girls tend to use their arms instead of their entire body) 
 
SHOOTING 
There are two basic types of shots: the plant shot and the shot on the move that require different uses of the body. 
 
Outside Plant Shot: This is a power shot that relies on the strength of the lower body and transfer of weight from 
the back to the front leg. Moving from a running motion you drive your opposite foot forward, twist your hips, 
and then follow through by turning the upper body and using the same motion as in throwing as described above. 
On the move: Requires placement and power from the upper body. When sweeping across the face of the goal, 
hide stick behind head and shoulder (ex: cage- shoulder- shoulder- ball) and twist the upper body to get power on 
the shot. 
 
When teaching plant shots, a good trick is to teach your players B.E.E.F. 
B: Balance- it is important to have good balance. With weight balanced evenly on both feet. 
E: Eyes- Eyes should be up and looking towards goal. Encourage players to think about where they want to place 
their shot and aim to hit that spot! 
E: Elbows- Elbows should be up at shoulder height and not drooping at sides. Having their elbows up will help 
them to flatten their stick out to get maximum range of motion. 
F: Follow Through- Player should finish their shot with their stick across their body, their shoulders facing goal and 
their weight on their front foot. 
 
DODGING 
Dodging requires a player to be agile and use their deception to throw off their defense. Described below are 3 
basic dodges and then simple moves that can be made off them. One of the best moves a player can have to 
accompany their dodges is a stutter step. 
 
Stutter: making a series of quick little steps back and forward, the dodger catches their defense off balance and 
then explodes past them. 
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Face Dodge: player baits like they are going to go strong side and pulls across their body to run by defense. Seal 
off after making the dodge (you can switch hands or just go out to one hand) 
 
Spilt Dodge: player baits defense to overplay weak side and goes strong side. 
 
Roll Dodge: Best to use around the crease- player rolls around defense protecting stick in front of body (can switch 
hands if confident).  
**If defense maintains good body position, attacker can do a rock and roll dodge- by starting a roll dodge, 
realizing the defensive positioning, and then rolling back to the side they came from 
 
DEFENSE 
We like to teach the ABCD’s of defense (you can find a video of it on our facebook page!) 

A- Approach 
a. Defenders should be proactive so they should be approaching their player, not waiting on the 8M 

and reacting 
b. Getting players to approach may be hard for your players at first but it will eventually give them 

a feeling of more control over what is going on 
B- Breakdown 

a. Players should breakdown their steps as they approach their player. 
b. You should be able to hear the breakdown of their steps and their body should move from 

upright to a good defensive position (feet shoulder width, sitting in a chair and not leaning 
forward, stick up with finger pointing up and wrist cocked) 

C- Contact 
a. We like to teach the girls to make contact between the 8M and 12M (that way, if they foul, it will 

not be a free position. 
b. “Making contact” should be with equal pressure and defender needs to have strong arms. 

D- Direct 
a. Defenders should approach their attacker and “take away” their dominant hand/force out 

(depending on what you want as a coach) 
b. As they approach their body and stick should be slanted towards the dominant hand, forcing the 

attacker to go where she doesn’t want to go 

 
OFFENSE 
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Offense should be fluid and always moving- gone are the days of “calling plays”, waiting to set up and then 
running one thing.  These offensive concepts are simple enough that when broken down and built up, every 
player should be able to understand them. 
 
The flow of offense is as follows….. 

1. Fast break- player goes to goal out of transition 
2. Slow break- the fast break was not open and the ball moves behind the cage to “X” either by a pass or 

carried by the ball handler.  Once at “X”, the attacker looks for other plays cutting from the midfield (this 
forces the defense to turn their heads so that they can see the ball behind cage) 

3. Free lance- Use simple concepts (strong side: cut through, weak side: pop out) 
4. Settled offense- this is continuous and can be ran in either direction 

a. Crease roll 
b. Pick & pop (one player backdoors, the other pops out for the ball 
c. Hard drive from the side 
d. Left handed drive to goal 
e. Pick & pop 
f. Right handed drive to goal 
g. Low shot on the crease 

(we will give you diagrams to write this out) 
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Goalie Work Outs 

 (thanks to Goalie Gurus Jess Wilk and Alex Kahoe) 
 

• Play the catch game - no stick and she works on basic stance and getting your hand, head and body to the 
ball 

o  Working on all six spots (high right and left, mid right & left and low right, left and middle) 
o Then add your stick 
o  Then start to move all around the 8m 

•  Work with a guys field player stick (instead of your regular goalie stick this will force you to really get 
your hands to the ball 

• Take a field stick and cut out the strings....using tennis balls, work on making a save where the ball goes 
through the head of the stick and then hits your body (will really help you work on stepping at the ball 
and getting your body behind your hands) 

• You can put some numbers or letters on tennis balls and use those... try to call out the number or letter as 
soon as you sees it (will really help your ball tracking) 

• You can face behind the cage and when your coach yells feed right or feed left you turn and play a shot 
in tight (staying set with your feet and up and big before getting the shot) 

• Simon Says- Left/ Right/ Center- Balls Stationary, making sure to get your head over the ball and 
stepping with the correct foot. 

• Juggling, hand/eye coordination 
• Attach a Big rope to the posts, have a coach place the rope behind their back so that you can see your 

angles as an attacker moves in the 8M  

 
Ready Position 
 -hands apart, the width of your waist 
 -turn your top wrist, not big knuckles, small knuckles to the shooter 

-hold the stick even with the cross bar, should be able to lay a stick perfectly flat from the cross bar to the 
top of the stick 

 -feet shoulder width apart, pointing at the shooter 
 -on the balls of your feet, not toes, be balanced 
 -arms not straight, not against the chest, in between 
 -legs: sit the butt down with the back kind of straight 

-in all honesty when it comes to stance, whatever is comfortable for the goalie is probably what is going 
to make them play their best 
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Stepping to the Ball 
-split body in half, shot on left side, step with left foot (making left foot the lead foot), same with right 
side 
-take a step with the lead foot, then shuffle step to follow- 45 degrees or straight ahead, don’t step 
sideways 
- don’t click heels and don’t cross feet, big emphasis on not crossing feet 
-after stepping to the ball- feet should end up shoulder width apart, toes pointing back at the shooter in a 
balanced position 

 
Making the Save 

-make every save with your top hand, don’t stab at the ball, try and catch it- giving with it a little, soft 
hands 
-practice drill- no gloves, put bottom hand behind back, top hand hold up like in position to catch a ball, 
have someone toss a ball at the goalie, goalie works on stepping to the ball, while catching it with the top 
hand only- simulates making a save with the head of the stick (where the top hand is holding) 
 

How to Save different Shots 
-off stick side hip- go under and “punch the sky” with bottom hand, making the stick vertical and as open 
faced as possible- this increases the surface area of the stick 
- the stick should be vertical upside down, if the stick is horizontal then the surface area is flat and 
smaller to the shooter, also the pole could get stuck in the net 
-low shots- stick side low- get both set of knuckles on the ground, making the stick horizontal and easier 
to come up if the shot comes high 
-right in front low, top of the stick should be on the ground, legs should be on both sides of the stick 
creating a bigger shield to block the ball, bottom hand of the stick (which is now top hand) should be in 
front of the head of the stick, bottom arm should be fully extended 
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NUTRITIONAL NOTABLES 
 

The following are some very broad nutritional guidelines. As an athlete it is important to take good care 
of your body so that you are able to perform at your maximum ability! This list is a simplified version of a way to 
kick start your female athletes in a healthy way towards better nutrition that will help them become the best 
player possible.  

 
Water water everywhere. Your body needs water for every function it produces. Your body loves water. It is better 
to sip water throughout the day, than to occasionally guzzle larger amounts - but any way you do it...drink lots. 
 
Concern yourself with how often you eat, more so than how much. Try not to limit yourself to 2 or 3 “square” 
meals. Your body likes to know there is no question of when the next meal is going to be. If your body is aware 
that food will be aplenty it is more likely to allow you to expend more energy when you “ask” for it. 
 
Eat your larger meals earlier in the day. Kick start your metabolism in the morning. Your body really is breaking 
a fast from the night before, and it needs to know that it can start expending calories. You must eat Breakfast. 
 
Plan your meals. Whether planning a whole week in advance or just one day at a time, organizing your approach 
to food helps limit poor choices made when hunger hinders judgment. 
 
As the day goes on into the afternoon and evening begin to reduce the fat content of your meals. More fattening 
meals should be taken in during earlier parts of the day, to allow your body the opportunity to expend excess 
energy throughout the day. 
 
Variety is the spice of life. A balanced diet includes a variety of foods to ensure acquisition of all necessary 
nutrients to the body. 
Snacking is great between meals. Make sure they are healthy snacks with low levels of fat and lower glycemic 
index. 
 
Avoid Caffeine...It’s a bad habit. (yes this is bigger for a reason! soda does not prepare you well for training!) 
 
Protein is what we’re made of. Make sure you are in taking enough protein to balance out for the rigors you are 
putting your body through during training. Try to take in a minimum of 0.5g protein for every pound of body 
weight. So if you weigh 125 lbs.. you should try and intake at least 63g of protein per day. That’s not always 
easy, therefore you sometimes have to make a conscious effort to accomplish this goal. 

good sources of protein: eggs (cooked, not raw like Rocky), even better if just whites 
fish (tuna is easy and is great protein) 
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turkey, chicken, red meat (gets a bad name. but leaner cuts are awesome for you 
especially good source of iron), pork...try to limit lunchmeats 
tofu/soy, rice and beans 

 
Steer clear of fad diets. High protein/low carbohydrate diets may work well for the average person, but there is 
not enough carbohydrate in those diets to fuel you properly for the workouts you are asked to complete. 
 
Weight loss is a result of a negative caloric balance. If there is any rule of weight loss to be aware: you must 
expend more energy on a daily basis than what you are taking in. This doesn’t mean exercise to complete 
exhaustion...be aware that you are also expending calories all day long - breathing, sleeping, even while you’re 
eating. 
 
At least 1,200 calories per day. You must take in a minimum number of calories every day, or your resting 
metabolic rate will slow down...you will be pulling on two ends of the same rope...weight loss will be limited and 
performance will suffer. 
 
Low fat good...No fat bad. Your body craves fat, and loves to store and use it for energy. So your body must be 
convinced that it can get some fat in its daily diet, and the best time to let it know is in the morning or early 
afternoon. At very least, 10% of your daily food consumption should be fat. Your body will reduce its expenditure 
of fat if it does not believe more will be taken in at a later time. 
  
Avoid simple sugars. Simple sugars are candies and sweeter tasting carbohydrates that tend to “spike” your 
energy level, only to let it spiral downward to extra low levels, then your insulin level rockets up permitting your 
body to absorb more fat. Therefore make every attempt not to combine high fat and high sugar foods. 
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